SALIENT FEATURES OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The following are the features emerge out of the present study.

1. The effectiveness of the investigation techniques were well established by identifying the macromolecular interaction between the polymer molecules at 303K.

2. Successfully identified the social relevance problem of hypoglycaemia by identifying the molecular interaction of doxycycline hyclate with human insulin actrapid (exogeneous insulin) at 303, 310 and 313K.

3. The preferential interactions of macromolecule doxycycline hyclate with fatty acids – saturated and unsaturated in non-ionic state were achieved at physiological temperatures 310 and 313K. The possible interacting sites to retain the doxycycline hyclate as non-ionic were discussed, which was the cause for antibiotic resistance and toxicity. The dipolar and dispersive type of interactions that exists between the antibiotic and fatty acids were known.

4. The viscometric parameters obtained in the dilute solution viscometric technique recognized the short range thermodynamical interactions of solute-solute among the antibiotic doxycycline hyclate / insulin and doxycycline hyclate / fatty acids as effective as in polymer system. The conformity of interactions was provided by the thermo acoustic parameters. Through the excess thermo acoustic parameters, dipolar, hydrogen bonding and dispersive type of interactions were identified. The
homogenous and heterogeneous nature of the blend solutions were revealed through refractometric technique. The spectral analysis identified the group that involved in the specific interactions.

5. The structural, chemical and inter-actual similarities between the specific structural macromolecular drugs and the polymers suggested that the techniques that were effective in identifying the specific interactions between the polymers were capable and identified the specific interactions that were reasonable for drug-biomolecule interactions.
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